Case
Study

The E.W. Scripps Company delivers a unified
HR experience
Industry: Media
Location: Cincinnati, Ohio
Number of employees: 4,500+ 
Solutions to note: Workday & Cherwell

Onboarding
Unified HR
Service Delivery

The Challenge

A 140-year-old media company most known for the
national spelling bee, E.W. Scripps has faced tough
challenges keeping up with the regulatory environment
and its increasingly mobile workforce throughout the
U.S., and addressing all HR/benefits questions without
adding staff. The company was looking for a digital
transformation solution that would make HR/benefits
information more accessible to its workforce—and
adapt to how its employees consumed services in
their personal lives. It sought to create a consumer-like
experience that would integrate with solutions such
as Workday and Cherwell.

The Solution

The Digital Conversation Hub from Socrates.ai
The Socrates.ai enterprise-grade platform delivers an
employee-awesome experience across any system,
document, process or data set. For Scripps, it brings

Ask HR?

Leave of
Absence
Find an Expert

the complexity of the enterprise into a single digital
experience that enables the media company to
tap expertise across the enterprise, save time and
duplication of efforts, and capture new opportunities.
Kevin McDonald, Vice President, BPO Governance
and HR Operations at Scripps, says, “The Digital
Conversation Hub tells employees the answer and
how to execute against those answers, regardless of
backend system or process.”
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The E.W. Scripps Company

Media

Key Benefits include:
• Easy to understand, always up to date content

“As a company we are all

• Fast implementation, rapid deployment

about meeting consumers

• Pre-built integrations to HR benefits/knowledge
databases

where they are, Socrates
is a tool that helps us meet

• Bot-to-bot conversations

employees where they are.”

The Results

Digital Transformation = Employee Awesome
The Socrates.ai solution helped Scripps deliver
consistent answers across the enterprise. For
onboarding and crossboarding employees, it helped
set the tone with new hires—making sure they got an
“employee awesome” experience that engaged them
right from the start. For the service desk, it provided an
integrated experience that leveraged the company’s
investment in Cherwell in case management, the
knowledge base, and forms management.

Kevin McDonald

Vice President,
BPO Governance and HR Operations,
E.W. Scripps Company

Results included:

• Reduced call/ticket volume for simple Tier 1
and Tier 0 items
• Improved compliance related to onboarding
• Reduced the amount of manual “double-work”
associated with missed activities
• Integrated departments, services, and programs
during the moments that matter most
• Unified HR delivery across systems, information,
processes, and services

Learn more about Socrates.ai today
www.socrates.ai
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